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Abstract— Fixing software security issues early in
the development life-cycle reduces its cost dramatically. Companies doing software development know
this reality, and they have introduced risk assessment
methodologies in their development processes. Unfortunately, these methodologies require engineers
to have deep software security skills to carry out
some of the most important steps of this process,
and training them on security is expensive. In this
scenario, we propose a new automated approach
to analyze software designs to identify, risk rank
and mitigate potential threats to the system. We
designed a new data structure to detect threats in
software designs called Identification Tree. We also
defined a new one for describing countermeasures
to threats, called Mitigation Trees. Our automated
approach relies on Identification Trees and Mitigation
Trees to integrate a guided risk assessment process
through the development life-cycle.
It does not
require developers to have any security training,
and was integrated in the current Threat Modeling
process of Microsoft.
Keywords— risk analysis, threat modeling, attack
patterns, identification trees, mitigation trees

I. Introduction
Companies doing software development are interested in reducing the number of vulnerabilities of
their products at the lowest cost. To accomplish this,
they perform risk assessments to identify and mitigate the threats to their systems. These techniques
require developers to have special security training
to carry out some of the most important tasks of the
process. They involve understanding an adversary’s
goals in attacking a system based on the system’s assets of interest. Unfortunately, programmers tend to
think in terms of what a customer needs[1, p. 24], and
they are not used to thinking and acting as a professional attacker[2, p. 3], nor they have the necessary
security expertise to imagine sophisticated attacks[3,
p. 4] or to plan the best mitigation strategies. Furthermore, training them on security or hiring experts
in the field is expensive.
There are several risk assessment methodologies.
The Commission of the European Communities,
Directorate-General Information Society (CORAS)
is a framework for analyzing UML diagrams and assessing its risks. It can be used by both engineers and
risk managers[4]. Operationally Critical Threat Asset and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) uses information regarding the organization assets, security
requirements and infrastructure vulnerabilities to de1 Computer Architecture and Operating Systems (CAOS),
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sign the appropriate mitigation strategies[5]. Trike
is a unified conceptual framework for security auditing from a risk management perspective through
the generation of threat models. A security auditing
team can use it to describe the security characteristics of a system[6]. AS/NZS 4360 was the first
formal standard for managing risks, it contains a set
of risk tables and permits organizations to choose
their own table depending on their needs[7]. Microsoft Threat modeling is a method of assessing and
documenting the security risks associated with an
application[1]. It helps development teams to identify both the security strengths and weaknesses of
the system. All these methodologies share the lacks
explained above.
In this paper, we address the problem of the security expertise needed to perform risk assessment. In
this area, we do the following contributions. First,
we created a new data structure to identify threats
in software designs called Identification Tree. Second, we designed a new data structure to classify
threat countermeasures called Mitigation Trees. The
information of both of these data structures has been
taken from several relevant security sources and standards such as Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC)[8], Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)[9] and Open Web Security
Project (OWASP)[10] among others. Third, we modeled and automated approach that relies on the previous data structures to identify the potential threats
to a system design, to purge the less relevant threats
according to the user’s policies, and computes the
software specifications of lowest global estimated cost
to mitigate those threats. Our automated approach
enforces security by design, where threats are mitigated early in the development process. It automated all security parts of the process, allowing engineers with no security training to develop secure
software. In addition, it is compatible with the current Threat Modeling process, facilitating companies
that are using it its integration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we describe the representation we expect
engineers to use to model their software designs. In
Section III we describe the methodology used by
our automated approach to identify, risk sort and
compute the countermeasures of lowest estimated
cost. In Section IV we validate our approach by applying it to a grid middleware called VOMS Admin.
Finally, in Section V we present our conclusions.
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Fig. 1
Threat Modeling Tool user interface.

II. Software Design Modeling
There are several approaches to represent software
designs. As we explained in Section I, our approach
is aimed to automate the widely used Threat Modeling methodology of Microsoft, which uses Data
Flow Diagrams (DFDs) to represent the system.
Thereby, it will be easy for software companies who
are using Threat Modeling to adopt our approach,
as its input is the Threat Modeling Tool file that
contains the DFDs.
To represent the system developers might use well
known elements such as external entities, data flows,
data stores, processes and trust boundaries to build
the DFDs of their system[11], as the Threat Modeling methodology describes. Moreover, we require
engineers to define three additional attributes in the
DFDs.
•
•
•

Asset: High, Medium or Low.
Languages: Programming languages used.
Frameworks: Frameworks used, if any.

The Asset attribute must be defined for all shapes
of the DFD, and the Languages and Frameworks
ones only for processes. This information will be used
to refine the results in the threat identification and
risk sorting steps. In Figure 1, we show the Threat
Modeling Tool UI[12], and how it can be used in a
natural way to define those attributes.

III. Methodology
We divide the operations of our automated approach in four steps, as shown in Figure 2. We use
two knowledge bases: C14n Table that contains the
information used to map the Labels of the DFD to
known values, and the Attack Patterns that contain
the Identification Tree, Risk attributes and Mitigation Tree for each threat. These databases contain
generic information that can be applied to any software as long as it is modeled with the methodology
of Section II.
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Fig. 2
General Architecture Diagram of our Approach.

As explained in Section II, the input to our
approach are the DFDs of the Threat Modeling tool.
In the first step, these diagrams are canonicalized
to interpret the user-defined attributes. After this
step, the identification trees of each attack pattern
is matched with the canonical DFD, resulting in
the identification of the potential threats. Then,
the list of threats is risk sorted, and finally the
countermeasures of minimum estimated cost to
mitigate the most risky threats are calculated and
issued as a report to the corresponding activity of
the software development life-cycle. Each one of
these steps is explained in more details below.

A. Data-Flow Diagram Canonicalization
It is aimed at mapping unknown user-defined
labels to ones that our automated approach can
interpret. To accomplish this, we used a data structure called MultiMap, which allows us to map a set
of values to a single key, to build a Canonicalization
Table that we use for this aim.
To interpret string attributes, our approach
compares the developer defined value with those
values corresponding to each possible key of its DFD
element. If there is a successful map, then the label
of the element is replaced by the mapped key. Otherwise, our approach shows engineers the different
possible keys for that unknown DFD element and
asks them if it corresponds to any of those. If so, the
new value is added in the Canonicalization Table,
and its mapping key is also assigned to the element
of the DFD. It there were no possible mappings, a
generic value would be assigned to the element, and
it would be treated as a non-specific element.

B. Threat Identification
This is one of the most important steps of the
analysis, as the further steps and final results will
depend on the accuracy of this process. To identify
the threats, we designed a set of trees that we call
Identification Tree.
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Identification graph of CSRF threats.

Each branch of the tree represents a potential
subgraph to be matched in the DFD. If matched,
it means that the threat is relevant for the given
design. Each node in the tree represents an element
of the DFD and it might be required to have
specific attributes or required not to have them
for a successful match. In Figure 3, we show the
Identification Tree of Cross Site Request Forgery
(CSRF) threats.
We can see it is required to have some data
crossing a trust boundary, known as attack surface.
Also, the process that handles the HTTP request
must not use specific frameworks against CSRF
threats. If so, it would mean that the threat is
mitigated and it would not be relevant to the
system. This is represented by a key value pair,
and the value has a “¬” symbol to indicate the
negation in the match. In addition, it is determined in each match the Threat Agent, which is
the component carrying out the attack, and also
the Asset, which is the component compromised.
Furthermore, it will be required in some nodes of
the graph to have specific canonical labels corresponding to a web technology for a successful match.
C. Risk Ranking
In this step, it is computed the risk of each relevant
threat to the system. In addition, the risk sorted
threats are shown to the user and they are asked
to set a threshold to eliminate the less risky threats
based on their security policies. To compute the risk
we adopted the definition of risk in Equation 1.
Risk = Likelihood × Impact

(1)

The Likelihood of exploitation value is taken from
the CAPEC security source, and the Impact is calculated as shown in Equation 2.

Impact = Asset × T hreatAgent × CIA Impact (2)

The Asset is defined by the developers, as explained in Section I, and the ThreatAgent is the inverse of the Asset. If a component is a high value
asset, it will be a low value threat agent, which is
the component in the system that performs the attack. For instance, if the Asset is very high such as
a database containing confidential information or an
administrator of the system, it will also mean that we
have a high trust in that component and the risk of
suffering and attack from it is low. The possible values for the Asset are High (1.2), Medium (1.0), and
Low (0.8). For the ThreatAgent there are the same
possible values. Finally, CIA Impact is computed as
shown in Equation 3.
CIA Impact = Conf Imp + Int Imp + Avai Imp
(3)
The Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability
Impact information is gathered from the attack
patterns of CAPEC. Their value can be High (0.33),
Medium (0.22) or Low (0.11). Therefore, the range
of the risk value is approximately be between 0.0
and 1.0.
D. Mitigation Planning
In this step, our approach computes the software specifications of minimum estimated cost to
mitigate the most risky threats, and generates
a set of reports to guide engineers toward fixing
those. Three reports are generated, one for the
design activity of the development process that
contains the architecture changes to avoid the
threats, another one for the implementation phase,
where the set of implementation details to avoid
them are shown, and another for the testing step,
where a set of actions to verify the correctness of
the previous software specifications are indicated.
To compute the countermeasures, we defined a new
data structure that we called Mitigation Tree.
Attack Trees have been widely used by the
community to represent attacks in a similar way
as attack patterns do. Its root is the goal of an
attacker, and each branch contains the set of actions
that an attacker must carry out to achieve the
goal of the root. We used the same idea but in a
constructive way rather than a destructive one. The
root of our Mitigation Tree is the goal of mitigating
a determined threat, and each branch contains the
set of software specifications or features, for the
Design and Implementation activities, needed to
accomplish the goal of the root. In addition, each
feature contains an estimated cost of carrying it out.
This information is stored in our attack pattern of
the threat.
In Figure 4, we show the Mitigation Tree of CSRF
attacks. It shows us that to mitigate CSRF threats
we must first mitigate all Persistent Cross-Site
Scripting (PXSS) and Reflected Cross-Site Scripting
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Mitigation Tree of the CSRF attack pattern.
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(RXSS) threats, and then we can choose among
four subbranches that represent different software
specifications. Each node or software specification
of the attack tree has an estimated cost. This
cost is calculated by using an expert judgment
approach[13], where the security expert that builds
the tree establishes a relative cost for each software
specification using past experiences as criteria.
In this process, it is first asked engineers a set of
polar questions corresponding to design decisions
that are not shown in the DFD and are relevant
from a security point of view. After this, the
countermeasures of minimal estimated cost are
computed by using the mitigation trees, and the
results are shown to the engineers.
Since we push security by default and security by
design it might be possible that these countermeasures degrade the usability of the system. It is also
possible not to be able to carry out a determined
specification due to business requirements. To avoid
this, we ask engineers if it is possible to implement them. If so, the final reports are generated.
Otherwise, the undesired software specification is
eliminated and the countermeasures of minimal cost
calculated again without taking into account the
unwanted one.
There also exists the possibility that an engineer
answers erroneously a question. As a result of this,
it could be possible not to calculate the appropriate
countermeasures. It is also possible to implement a
feature wrongly. We have taken into consideration
this human factor problem, and the actions of the
Verification step are aimed to correct this potential
problem: If the threat is not successfully mitigated
in the early steps, it will be detected when carrying
out the penetration testing actions of this step. The
resulting software specifications plus a description
of the attack, some examples and relevant references
are issued to the corresponding step of the development cycle.
Determining whether a software specification corresponds to the design or implementation activities
of the software development process is not trivial as
the boundaries among them are not well-defined[9].
The criteria we used is the following one: If it can
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Data-Flow Diagram of VOMS Admin.

be modeled in UML it corresponds to the design
activity, otherwise to the implementation one.

IV. Experimental Results
In this section, we use VOMS Admin[14] as
example an application. VOMS Admin is a grid
middleware used to manage virtual organizations
and user certificate attributes that will later be used
by other middleware systems to take authorization
decisions.
VOMS Admin was assessed using the manual First Principles Vulnerability Assessment[15]
methodology, and several Cross-Site Request
Forgery (CSRF), Persistent Cross-Site Scripting
(PXSS), and Reflected Cross-Site Scripting (RXSS)
vulnerabilities were found.
In Figure 5, we show the data-flow diagram of
VOMS Admin that we built using the methodology
described in Section II and the Threat Modeling
tool, which is the only manual phase of the assessment, the security relevant operations and decisions
are made automatically by our approach. Only little
interaction with the engineers will be required to
choose the desired level of security and the willing
balance between security by default and usability.

A. VOMS Admin DFD Canonicalization
The first step of the process is to canonicalize
the labels of the DFD to ones that our approach
can interpret. There are some labels that our
approach do not know how to map, then users are
asked if they correspond to a known key. If so,
it is added to the canonicalization table and to
the DFD. Otherwise, a generic value is assigned
to those. The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 6.

asset: high

Listing IV-D: VOMS Admin Mitigation Planning

generic

Web
Browser
asset: low

generic

generic


1 4.1 To refine results I will ask you a set of polar
questions that I couldn’t figure it out by reading
the DFDs:
2 ∗Are you Checking Refer Header in the requests of all
HTML form actions to determine if it comes from
a trusted domain?[y/n]n
3 ∗Are you Synchronizing a Secret token pattern in all
HTML form requests?[y/n]n
4
5 4.2 Pushed security by default, Refining to give the
desired usability
6 Answer [y/n] if it is OK to perform the following
actions:
7 ∗Is it OK to Synchronizing a Secret token pattern in
all HTML form requests?[y/n]y
8
9 ∗Is it OK to Allowing only alphanumeric characters in
all fields of this payload?[y/n]n
10
11 Computing best options....
12
13 ∗Is it OK to HTML Encode all user supplied data
before displaying it back to the web interface?[y/n]
y
14
15
16 FINAL COUNTERMEASURES COMPUTED
17 1. Checking Refer Header in the requests of all HTML
form actions to determine if it comes from a
trusted domain
18 2. HTML Encode all user supplied data before
displaying it back to the web interface
19
20 # Reports available in out/report desig.pdf, out/
report impl.pdf and out/report verif.pdf
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Canonical DFD of VOMS Admin.

B. VOMS Admin Threat Identification
In this step, the subgraphs of our attack patterns
are matched with the canonical DFD of Figure 6 to
find the potential threats to the system. For reasons
of space, we only considered CSRF threats. The resulting subgraphs matched are shown in Listing IVB.
Listing IV-B: VOMS Admin Threat Identification


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.



[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]

Path:{[VO Admin]−[App. server]−[VO Admin]}
Path:{[VO Admin]−[App. server]−[Ident. User]}
Path:{[VO Admin]−[App. server]−[Anon. User]}
Path:{[Anon. User]−[App. server]−[VO Admin]}
Path:{[Anon. User]−[App. server]−[Ident. User]}
Path:{[Anon. User]−[App. server]−[Anon. User]}
Path:{[Ident. User]−[App. server]−[VO Admin]}
Path:{[Ident. User]−[App. server]−[Ident. User]}
Path:{[Ident. User]−[App. server]−[Anon. User]}

C. VOMS Admin Risk Ranking
In this step, the previous threats are risk sorted
and it is asked to engineers to define a threshold so
that they can choose as much security as they want
to. This is shown in Listing IV-C.

Listing IV-C: Risk Sorting and Purging Threats


4.
5.
7.
8.
6.
1.
9.
2.
3.

Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk

Value:[0.7128]
Value:[0.6534]
Value:[0.6534]
Value:[0.5989]
Value:[0.3564]
Value:[0.3564]
Value:[0.3267]
Value:[0.3267]
Value:[0.1782]

What threshold do you want?[0.0−1.0] 0.5
4.
5.
7.
8.



[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]
[CSRF]

Path:{[Anon. User]−[App. server]−[VO Admin]}
Path:{[Anon. User]−[App. server]−[Ident. User]}
Path:{[Ident. User]−[App. server]−[VO Admin]}
Path:{[Ident. User]−[App. server]−[Ident. User]}

The two most risky threats correspond to an
anonymous user attacking administrators and identified users respectively, the third one to an identified user attacking the administrator. On the other





hand, the less risky threats are administrators attacking anonymous and identified users. By choosing
a threshold of 0.5 we will ignore those.


D. VOMS Admin Mitigation Planning
As explained in Section III-D, the first step of
this operation is to ask engineers polar questions
regarding the design of their system to refine the
results. This is shown in lines 1 to 4 of Listing IV-D.
After this, the countermeasures of lowest estimated
cost are computed, and it is asked engineers if
it is possible to perform a determined software
specification. If not, they are computed again until
the willing balance between security and usability
is reached. This is shown in lines 5 to 15 of Listing
IV-D. Finally, the reports are generated in lines 16
to 20 of Listing IV-D.

It is interesting to notice that our approach
has detected that to mitigate a CSRF threat is
it first required to mitigate all PXSS and RXSS
threats. For this reason, it asked in line 9 of Listing
IV-D if it was possible to only allow alphanumeric
characters in the HTML forms. Engineers answered
“n” because special characters are required in some
fields. Therefore, our approach re-computed the
 features again, resulting in a more permissive but
also more expensive one, which is to HTML Encode
user supplied data before showing it in the web
interface.

V. Conclusions
In this paper, we addressed the problem of security expertise needed to perform risk assessments
with the following contributions: We modeled a new
data structure called Identification Tree that can
be used to identify threats in software designs. We
designed a new model to describe countermeasures
of threats called Mitigation Tree, which classifies
the set of software specifications that are required
to mitigate a specific threat.
In addition, we designed a new approach that relies on the previous data structures to automate the
security relevant operations of the software design
risk assessment process. It uses the Identification
Trees to find the potential threats of a given software
model. It purges the less risky threats according to
the desired policies. Finally, it uses the Mitigation
Trees to compute the software specifications of
minimum global estimated cost needed to mitigate
the previous threats during the different activities
of the development life cycle.
The resulting lowest cost features will be directly
related to security by design but also to security by
default. We allow companies to reach the willing
balance between usability and security by default
by asking engineers if the computed features are in
good standing with their requirements. If not, they
are re-computed again without taking into account
the undesired ones.
At the end of this process, our approach issues
three reports: one for the design activity, which
contains the architectural modifications needed to
be carried out in the system. Another one for the
implementation phase, which contains implementation details to avoid the threats. In addition,
a final one for the testing activity is issued, and
it contains a set of actions that are needed to be
carried out to verify the correctness of the previous
features. The actions of the reports can be carried
out by any developer, without having any security
expertise, and the software design model used in the
automatic analysis is compatible with the current
Threat Modeling tool and methodology of Microsoft.
The experimental results of applying our automated approach to VOMS Admin show that it is
affected by several RXSS, PXSS and CSRF threats.
This software was manually assessed by security experts and several vulnerabilities of these types were
found. Therefore, if our approach had been used
during its development activities, these vulnerabilities would have been fixed early in its development
at a lower cost, without requiring engineers to have
security skills, and the grid infrastructure would not
have been exposed to attacks.
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